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Named a Leader in the Grid® Report, Momentum Grid® Report, Relationship Index, and Results Index, STARLIMS 
outperforms competition in several categories.

STARLIMS, a recognized leader in enterprise laboratory informatics solutions, today announced its outstanding 
performance in the Summer 2023 rankings by G2, a renowned peer-to-peer software review site. STARLIMS has 
emerged as the number one LIMS provider over 180 competing vendors, securing the top position in several influential 
reports, and earning a total of seven badges, underscoring the company's exceptional momentum and the high level of 
satisfaction among its valued customers.

STARLIMS clinched coveted leading positions in the Grid® Report, Relationship Index, Results Index, and Momentum Grid
® Report for LIMS. These achievements affirm STARLIMS’ industry-leading position and unrivaled commitment to 
customer satisfaction. Notably, STARLIMS customers highlighted the user-friendly interface, efficient functionality, and 
white glove service among their reasons for ranking STARLIMS so highly. Further, STARLIMS also placed among the top 
three spots in four additional reports, including the Grid® Report for Scientific Data Management System (SDMS), 
Usability Index for LIMS, Relationship Index for Electronic Lab Notebook (ELN), and Grid® Report for Electronic Lab 
Notebook (ELN).

"We are delighted by the resounding satisfaction expressed by our customers regarding their STARLIMS experience. 
Being named leader in the LIMS category is an honor and reflects our unwavering dedication to delivering exceptional 
laboratory informatics solutions," said Brandon Henning, Chief Product & Marketing Officer at STARLIMS. "We are 
immensely grateful for the trust our customers have placed in us, and we will continue to innovate and deliver robust 
solutions that meet their evolving needs."

Customer Reviews for STARLIMS:

“It has led to many efficiency gains within our laboratories, and we continue to advance its usage.”
“STARLIMS is a powerful platform with great flexibility in process configuration.”
“STARLIMS provides robust security and authority control functions, which can protect the security and integrity of 
data and ensure that only authorized personnel can access sensitive data.”
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“STARLIMS system provides a wealth of visualization tools, which can visually display data in charts, reports, 
dashboards, etc., to help users better understand data and trends.”
Reviews collected by and hosted on G2.com.

With this achievement, STARLIMS solidifies its position as the preferred choice for companies seeking superior laboratory 
informatics solutions that enhance operational efficiencies, boost productivity, and accelerate innovation across a number 
of industries.
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